germination of spores of Phycomyces blakesleanus, 1-methylguanine approaches in activity guanine itself where other methyl guanines and closely related compounds have activities of a lower order of magnitude. (Unpublished experiments with Wm. J. Robbins.) Since methylation in the 1-position would result in fixation of the lactam tautomer, it is perhaps permissible to speculate that with guanase and with Phycomyces it is the lactam form of guanine which is active.
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Hitchings, G. H., and Fiske, C. H., Jour. Biol. Chem., 141, 827-835 (1941 The occurrence of spontaneous mutation in a stock called px bi was analyzed. Some of the facts have been reported previously,1 but there were some errors of interpretation in the preliminary report. The px bl line is derived from standard plexus by mutation at the bs locus together with an appearance of modifiers for plexation and blistering. In an inbred and closely watched brother-sister culture an "upheaval" (formerly called mass-mutation) occurred, in which mutants at the silver arc and rudimentary loci occurred simultaneously, together with return mutation of px and bs to wild. A similar upheaval was found twice later in mass culture, the same loci being involved but in part with different alleles. All these mutants and return mutants appeared individually many times later in controlled broods of derivatives of px bl, or in in-and-out crosses of px bi derivatives. These mutants include a long series of characteristic alleles at the svr and a loci, repeated mutation at the bs and bb loci, and further secondary return mutation from + to px and of the svr and a alleles to wild type.
In a significant number of cases, two or more mutants or return mutants, including mutation from one allele to another, occurred simultaneously. This applies especially to the svr and a alleles. In such cases abnormal sex ratios were frequent. With the exception of these occurrences, the mutation rate was very low in px bl and its derivatives. But after in-or-outcrossing this rate rose considerably and also an accumulation of mutants was observed within a few generations after the first mutant had been found. This includes not only mutants and return mutants at the loci already mentioned, but also the rather frequent occurrence of others at the Lobe, dachs, Notch, ebony loci. It is remarkable that in a somewhat small, tentative set of x-ray experiments an unusually high rate of mutation was observed, and among the mutants were alleles of svr and a as well as at the bs, N and d loci; of course, all lines were checked before the expenrments for the absence of such mutants. VOL. 30., 1944 The px bl line as well as the lines of derived mutant stocks were thoroughly analyzed genetically and cytologically. Aside from the presence of typical modifiers for the expression of the main loci, a series of non-reciprocal, very small translocations from the X-into the autosomes was found, producing male lethal classes but otherwise viable. They did not contain known loci but could be localized'approximately. The data show the insertion of small sections from near the left end of the X-chromosome into the second near arc and into the third near its right end. In addition, the genetic data require transpositions of the sameX-chromosome loci, one into the right half between v-wy, the other to somewhere near the right end. Some but not all of these extremely small rearrangements could be found in the salivaries. The original px bl stock already contained these features in different combinations. There is a strong suspicion that a relation exists between the presence of these features and mutation at the svr and a loci. Strangely enough, some of the rearrangements were also found in an svr allele derived independently (in heat experiments) from Florida stock. A statistical check of the salivary chromosomes revealed the absence or the great rarity of conspicuous rearrangements for px bl and the chief svr allele derived from px bl in the first upheaval. But a very large number of 1-3 band deficiencies and insertions could be found, some frequently, some seldom; they include the insertions from X-into autosomes already mentioned. In the series of svr alleles the locus (left of the Bld break) attributed to them through deficiency tests is always normal. In some of the alleles, however, a disturbance is typically found six bands to the right. In one allele it is a clear two-band inversion. In others the best possible interpretation of the abnormality is a one-band inversion. In the other long series of mutants at (or near) the a locus, only one shows a one-band deficiency. The other mutants derived from the line had either normal salivaries or were small deficiencies for known loci (Notch and black deficiencies). There is no reason to assume that the visible rearrangements were more frequent than the so-called point mutations.
The facts in this closely followed case of spontaneous mutation, together with a detailed study of the lines involved, tend to show that mutation is not a haphazard phenomenon but the consequence of preexisting conditions in the chromosomes which act upon other pointsin the same or other chromosomes. Such facts-with which many data from existing literature may be considered as falling in line-suggest that mutation is not a chemical change within a gene-molecule, but a mechanical happening, probably a break under stress, produced by the synaptic properties of small rearrangements, including such breaks and rearrangements as are below the level of a single salivary band; i.e., so-called point mutants. The latter can now be envisaged after the intimate structure of one band has been elucidated by Kodani.2 A full report is ready for press. gaster," Jour. Hered., 33, 114-133 (1942) . Goldschmidt, R., and Kodani, M., "The Structure of the Salivary Gland Chromosomes and Its Meaning," Am. Nat., 76, 529-551 (1942 In a recent paper by Oliver and Green' the following remarks are found: "In some of the females heterozygous for 1z8, some but not all of the cells of the salivary glands show a torsion of one heavy band which is suggestive of a small inversion or possibly a duplication." The feature was found only in the presence of the allele Iz8. It happens that we have been studying in detail what probably is a parallel case. The mutants in question are a series of alleles at the silver locus (1-0.1) of Drosophila melanogaster which were studied closely in connection with work on spontaneous mutation.
On the basis of deficiency tests the silver locus is expected to be located to the left of 1C in the first chromosome. In all alleles, including those produced by x-rays, this region is perfectly normal. But in some alleles the region farther to the right, between the Bld break and the bulb, shows typical disturbances. The only one of these which can be described with certainty is found in the allele svr°"'. Here a 2-(4-) band inversion of lEl-4 is always found. These bands are described in Bridges' standard map (1938) as two double bands, the one to the left being thinner, that to the right being rather thick. We think that there exist actually only two bands, the double nature of which is not always visible, being based upon a partial separation of the two groups of perultimate chromomeres of which the bands are constituted (see Kodani, 1942; Goldschmidt and Kodani, 1943) .2 In the heterozygote this inversion looks as pictured in figure 1. One cannot always be sure that the interpretation as a minute inversion is correct. But in the homozygote the order of the thin and thick bands 1-2, 3-4 is clearly reversed, as shown in -figure 2. Therefore we feel confident that the interpretation is correct.
In. some of the other alleles, namely, svrP°i svi -i sq, svrpoi dish, an abnormality of the same bands is found in a majority of X-chromosomes (this is never true of the controls), a structure which offers great difficulties of interpretation. The order of the bands 1-2, 3-4 is normal. But the thick
